SKINNING FUTURE TEXTILES through living material technologies and electronic multi-sensory experiences

ABSTRACT

This paper presents a set of contemporary art and design practices redefining the traditional aesthetic and functional qualities of textile surfaces.

The framework created by drawing parallels between textiles and the unique characteristics of skin allows us to contextualise and link works spanning from adaptive non-woven second skins to recyclable and biodegradable living surfaces, from emotive and kinetic skins to interfaces of bodily and cognitive perception.

These innovative interdisciplinary approaches seem to transform the relation between textiles and bodies. The article discusses how technological advancements in the life sciences and communication technologies urge the field to devise seamless forms of integration with our body.

My investigation suggests that the rich haptic qualities of textile materials allow intimate connection with our sensory perception. When merged with electronic technologies, such enhanced haptic language has the potential of transforming surfaces into interactive interfaces for self-expression and sensory augmentation.
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INTRODUCTION

SKIN AND ITS BOUNDARIES

Skin is a biological substrate characterised by incredible functional and aesthetic qualities and responsive behaviours. As described by curator Ellen Lupton, skin is ‘a multilayered, multipurpose organ’ (2002:29) that adapts to the landscape of the body by varying tauntness, tone and thickness. As pointed out by artist Zane Berzina (2006), skin also has a rich haptic texture that intelligently shifts from soft to rough, lubricated to dry in response to our needs. Skin reacts promptly to damages by self-replicating, self-repairing and self-healing its surface. It also mediates between body and environment, constantly sending and receiving stimuli in both directions. Such reconciling role seems to resolve the static oppositions between body and environment in a dynamic interconnection. Skin also melds in its stratified layers newly generated cells and dead cells, functionally balancing apparently opposite states. Appearing senseless and inert on the surface, the compact strata of dead cells composing the outer layer protects instead the inner tissue flush with nerves, glands, and capillaries (Lupton, 2002). Due to its transformative nature, skin can only be defined as liminal, transitional and constantly in becoming (Zylinska, 2002).

SKIN AND TEXTILES

In ‘Skin: surface, Substance, and Design’ Lupton describes the biological substrate as the ‘surface where bodies and products merge’ (2002:33). The publication collects examples of product, furniture and fashion designs as well as architectural practices that expand our understanding of surfaces by emulating skins or enhancing its characteristics. This analysis stimulates the comparison of textiles with other design practices. Textile products indubitably hold the most intimate connection with bodies: merging with our skin they act as interfaces with the external environment. Hence, It is not a case that the fascinating aesthetic qualities characterising fabrics brought to the metaphorical description of the textile surface as a second ornamental skin: the close relationship between the two surfaces naturally determines their functional and aesthetic assonances.

This paper aims at identifying contemporary textile practices informed by the functional and aesthetic qualities of skin. As our understanding of the epidermis is evolving from a static protective surface to an interactive sensory membrane new discussions on the role of contemporary textile surfaces is stimulated. Furthermore, due to the groundbreaking innovations in the material sciences, life sciences and electronic engineering, new materials, production processes and technological hybridisations are possible. It is no longer sufficient that the new dress, winter coat or upholstery have the right design and match the trendy colours of the season. (Degn Hansen et al, 2011). The ornamental cloth needs reform.

In the following chapters I will map the impact of cutting-edge technologies on textile research, observing at the same time the evolving relation between skin and crafted surfaces. The first section will investigate interdisciplinary research exploring new chemical and biological processes for textile production. The second section will critically discuss wearable technologies and electronic textiles. I will conclude by contextualising my current interdisciplinary textile practice within the discussion.

BIO-TEXTILES

FROM WOVEN FABRICS TO NON-WOVEN SECOND SKINS

Synthetic fabrics have been in production since 1924, when Rayon filament was first derived by a liquid solution (Quinn, 2010). For decades these polymers have taken the shape of yarns with the purpose of enhancing various properties of traditional fabrics. However, constant innovation in the field has brought to more innovative applications of such polymers. An example are liquid-based materials like silicons and pvc, that were originally applied as even coating layers to protect textile surfaces.

Exploiting the thermoplastic properties of these fluids, polymers are now able to take the place of woven fabrics. Through innovative techniques, these materials can be shaped as three dimensional surfaces with subtle relief patterns, substituting cloth with adaptive non-woven second skins (Braddock and O’Mahony, 1998). Other techniques available on the market aim at reproducing similarly adaptive surfaces with an instant procedure. For instance Fabrican is an aerosol solution composed of a suspension of polymers and textile fibers (Ibid, 2010) capable of forming a seamless flexible substrate on any shape (Quinn, 2010). Developed by designer and researcher Manel Torres in collaboration with chemical engineer Paul Luckham, this patented spray-on fabric is suitable for direct application onto the body of the wearer. Its fibres have the unique feature of instantaneously adhering to skin and aggregating in a uniform layer that perfectly follows the body shape (Seymour, 2009).

BIOLOGICAL AND SYNTHETIC SKINS

Although the function of these engineered polymers challenges traditional textiles, more radical and sustainable approaches are being investigated. Designer Carol
Collet draws attention to the new field of synthetic biology as a fertile ground of interdisciplinary experimentation for innovative textile production strategies. As stressed by Sir John Sulston, Nobel prize in 2002 (in Von Glasgow, 2008) and partner of Collet in the Nobel Textiles project, for the first time in history biology is not limited to the observation of natural processes, and as a result scientific tools are turning into tools for creation. Although the use of biotechnology is not new to textiles since microbes and bacteria have been part of the dyeing and finishing process for a long time (Braddock Clarke and O'Mahony, 1998:144), the new branches of biotechnology allow practitioners to reprogram biological materials to satisfy our needs (and fantasies).

Collect suggests that by collaborating with synthetic biologists textile designers could envision ground-breaking approaches to textile production. The ‘bio-hacking approach’, as named by Collet (2012:4), will enable practitioners to create living textiles with a bottom-up rather than top-down technique (ibid, 2012), optimising the use of resources and waste material through reprogrammed natural processes. This high-tech craft will take advantage of living cells as the new textile factory, a bio-industry programmed to ‘grow’ textiles as plants and bacterial colonies.

Fashion designer Suzanne Lee took a step in this direction by collaborating with a biologist to grow in her bath tub a 100% recyclable and biodegradable living surface. Green tea, water, sugar, yeast, few microbes and time are the only ingredients in the recipe. After boiling tea in water, Lee leaves the mixture to ferment. The cultured microorganisms form a thick layer in the solution, which is then dried out at the sun. The substrate can be cut or sewn with conventional methods, or modelled around three dimensional shapes by joining various layers seamlessly with a wet cloth (TED 2012b). Depending on the dosage of the bio elements and time, Lee obtains a material with a texture similar to light paper or leather, resembling skin in colour and consistency.

Whereas Lee deploys microbes and bacteria to produce leather jackets that look like skin, artists Oron Catts and Ionat Zurr use animal and human cells to produce small leather jackets controversially made of skin (Zwijnenberg, 2009). Likewise Collet’s and Lee's work, the ‘Victimless Leather’ project reflects on the process laying behind the product, but the investigation aims at encouraging public discussion on the applications and implications of living technologies. The bare aesthetics of skin used in their installation immediately communicates the strong cultural, political and ethical implications of culturing tissue in labs. Bio artist Eduardo Kac contributes to the discussion, arguing that by working with bio media practitioners like Catts and Zurr invent ideas and forms beyond achievement of previous technologies (cited in Zwijnenberg, 2009:XX). Similarly to Collet and Sulston, Kac draws attention to the shifting boundary between technically possible and impossible, highlighting its frightening and exciting potential.

**HACKED BODIES**

As static contours between natural and synthetic materials (and bodies) seem to blur, a brave new scenario is created. With his work, Stelarc has pioneered the idea of technologically hybridised bodies. The artist has stated in various interviews that our body cannot be defined by static boundaries anymore, and therefore it cannot be physiologically nor conceptually crossed or transgressed (Stelarc 1995). This statement suggests that artists and designers are allowed to directly penetrate the body with technology (ibid, 1995). Hence, as Stelarc demonstrates by transferring his works of art from an extra surface to his vivid flesh, his ‘Ear on Arm’ piece being the most iconic example, future practices will be able to investigate the body as material of creation.

Body-architect Lucy Mcrae explores the poetic integrations of technology with the body with the same body-hacking approach devised by Stelarc. The designer produced in fact a swallowable perfume pill in collaboration with a synthetic biologist. Using biomedical procedures McRae hacked the functionalities of skin: as the body transpires sweat, the fragrance contained in the pill comes out through the pores. In this work the body becomes a boundless platform of self-expression (TED 2012a), and skin a material crafted with the bio-hacking approach envisioned by Collet.

**ELECTRONIC TEXTILES**

The miniaturization of information and communication technologies increased the degree of intimacy between electronic devices and our bodies, bringing to the integration of these elements in the fabric of our clothes, skins and lives (Schiphorst, 2009). The contact with electronic engineering, nanotechnology, information science and communication technology offered the opportunity to the textile field to engage in interdisciplinary research that resulted in the development of electronic textiles and smart materials. Following these advancements, fashion designers interested in augmenting the functionalities of garments took advantage of enhanced textiles to produce electronic clothes, emotive garments and kinetic dresses. This ‘intersection of design, fashion, science and technology’ (Seymour, 2009:12)
generated the field of ‘fashionable technology’, term coined by Sabine Seymour in year 2000.

Seymour sees technologically enhanced garments as contemporary extensions of skin with ‘unlimited potential’ (2009:12). In my opinion, fashionable technology is one of the many forms of integration of enhanced textiles with our bodies. Furthermore, the medium chosen by Seymour actually limits the expressive possibilities of the new technologies to a predominantly visual form of communication, bound to an aesthetic rather than multi-sensory expression, concept that I will expand upon in the following paragraph.

In Understanding media (1964), Marshall McLuhan describes a variety of technological enhancements that affect the way we perceive, communicate and live in society. Seymour refers to the words of McLuhan to support her vision of the influential role of the new field, quoting a passage (2009:12) in the chapter of the book dedicated to clothing. The chapter’s title misleadingly influences the understanding of the analysis of the clothing medium operated by the media theorist. Although McLuhan recognizes clothing as a powerful medium that extends human skin, he also suggests that it has created a disequilibrated perception of nudity and a divorce from the the ‘audile-tactile values’ connected to bodily experiences, in favour of more abstract visual values (McLuhan, 1994:120-122). Enthusiastic of the possibilities of new technologies, the author suggests a new relationship with the epidermis, focused on recovering the integrity of experience compromised by the excesses of Western visual cultures.

‘After centuries of being fully clad and of being contained in uniform visual space, the electric age ushers us into a world in which we live and breathe and listen with the entire epidermis’ (McLuhan, 1994:122)

While clothing fails at evaluating and extending skin in its wholeness through its visual aesthetics, the textile medium has the chance to integrate wearable technologies with our bodies with an approach similar to the one suggested by McLuhan. In fact, whereas fashionable technology predominantly uses enhanced textiles to construct visual identities, the textile field values the aesthetic qualities of materials as much as their haptic feel. Better expressed, the aesthetic language of textiles is embedded in the material itself.

As a practitioner in the field of electronic textiles, researcher Joanna Berzowska comments on the lack of interest of funding institutions in ‘playful experimentation’ (2005:4) with the new technology. Although wearables and e-textiles interest a growing number of designers, they have been applied more successfully to health, sports, military and computing areas, where innovation is supported by funds (Berzowska, 2005:6-9). Berzowska gives insight of this tendency with her own experience (2005:5), as she started her research in enhanced textiles at the MIT Wearable Computing Lab. The interest of the staff in innovative materials was in fact driven by the need of developing more durable and flexible surfaces than printed circuit boards, for the purpose of incorporation of personal computers on the body. As Berzowska illustrates, the final outcome of the research was mainly the functional integration of devices with our bodies without intermediaries. Sensors and circuits are embedded in fabrics to help creating more ubiquitous communication technologies integrating seamlessly in our everyday lives. As researchers are starting to explore interface-less possibilities through the direct application of communication technologies inside our bodies’ or in the environment surrounding us’, the e-textile implementation seems a transitory breakthrough.

Another practitioner that stresses on the need of playful applications of wearable technologies is Techla Schiphorst. In her article ‘Body matters: the palpability of Invisible Computing’ the media artist introduces the value of designing for technology as [bodily] experience (2009:1). In the same paper Schiphorst also devises design experiments that bring into focus sensory perception and give access a wider range of cognitive experiences.

The practitioner identifies in enhanced textile (e.g. e-textiles, sensors, actuators and programmable materials) a prolific set of tools for creative experience-led experimentation. In her Softn project, the artist has deployed e-textiles to enrich tactile experience with sonic stimuli, haptic and light feedback. The additional functionalities provided by the wearable set of tools allowed users to enhance their cognitive perception and body awareness through textile interfaces. Drawing on preceding paragraphs and expanding on Schiphorst’s observations, I suggest that the already intimate connection held by bodies towards textile materials is a key element in the successful implementation of Schiphorst’s ‘playful’ practice and, more generally, in the re-shaping of interactive textile practices.

CRAFTING HUMAN PERCEPTION
Crafting Human Perception is an interactive wearable soft sculpture that explores the use of electronic textiles for the creation of expressive interfaces. The wearable panels function as second enhanced skins that sense the vibrations produced by our hands while stroking, squeezing, moving, touching or scratching the surface. An embedded electronic circuit amplifies such haptic vibrations in real time, playing them back in our own ears.

The work aims to re-think the traditional relationship between bodies and crafted textile surfaces through interdisciplinary tools. Inspired by the liminal nature and responsive functionalities of skin, I implemented similar characteristics in the artwork through the use of e-textiles and sensors. As a result, Crafting Human Perception illustrates how enhanced textile interfaces can act as interactive membranes, interfacing users both with their internal sensory system and the external environment.

Likewise McRae’s and Schiphorst’s work, the installation constitutes a platform for bodily self-expression and enhancement of sensory perception. The interactive features of the work build on artist Lygia Clark’s definition of ‘relational objects’\(^{10}\). As Clark’s Bichos and Sensorial Masks, these textile artifacts can be described as entities of indefinite nature, with latent interactive and transformative potential. Their boundaries are continuously negotiated and their functionality is constantly re-defined by the subjects interacting with them.

During the production of the piece, a number of experiments have been conducted to effectively design the interactive interface to stimulate intimate multi-sensory experiences. Both the haptic design of the surface and the design of the experience have been tested through cycles of observation of participants’ behaviours. In particular, the users have been asked to test the immersive qualities of various prototypes, to report their level of concentration on the three senses involved (sound, touch, vision) and to comment on the immersive qualities of the experience. Critical observation of the interactions have informed the production of the artwork.

In the initial tests, in which the setting of the experiment allowed participants to see the crafted textiles while touching them and hearing the sound, the integrity of the experience was compromised by the visual aspects of the installation. The visual element seemed to shadow completely the tactile perception, therefore the work was conceived in two exclusionary phases: one where the visitor can uniquely experience the audile-tactile features of the piece and one where the visual field is stimulated. The most appropriate form to achieve such selective stimulation was identified in a hanging panel. Whereas on one side of the installation the visitor is faced with a white surface, a pair of sleeves and a set of headphone - challenging him to interact without expectations based on visual hints - , on the other side he/she can only observe the crafted surface. After having engaged with the installation, active participants reported a sharpening of their sensory perception, bodily awareness and kinaesthetic perception.

Electronic technologies serve as tools for experience design and playful interaction design. As a result, intimate immersive exploration take place, and cognitive feedback loops between the internal perceptive systems of touch and hearing are created.

**CONCLUSION**

This paper has explored contemporary interdisciplinary textile practices challenging traditional functionalities and material aesthetics of textile surfaces. The increasing degree of intimacy of information and communication technologies with our skin, and the blurring of the distinction between natural and synthetic materials has influenced the development of hybrid design approaches. On the one hand bio technologies seems to allow practitioners to redesign fabrication processes for more sustainable textiles production, although ethical challenges are presented. On the other hand electronic technologies allow designer to extend the expressive possibilities of textiles through electronic implementation, although current research seems to concentrate on functional implementations.

The analysis of skin has served the purpose of creating a parallel between the remarkable characteristics of skin and innovations in the textile field. Concepts of liminality, responsiveness, mediation between body and environment were used as source of inspiration in the research of cutting-edge work and in the development of new work. The artistic project presented exemplifies my position in relation to the context delineated in the paper and represents my current approach to interdisciplinary textile practices.
**FOOTNOTES**

1. Term introduced by Julie Clarke. Please consult (Clarke, 2002:35-36). The author introduces the notion of liminal beings without boundaries, a concept highlighted in this essay in relation to the integration of technology in human bodies.

2. See Damasio (2010:89-96). The neuroscientist stresses on the importance of the role of skin in the interactive relationship between body and mind.

3. In 2008 five textile designers were paired with Nobel prize-winning scientists to produce textiles that celebrated their scientific discoveries.

4. Term coined by Eduardo Kac.

5. Please visit: http://stelarc.org/?catID=20247 for examples of Stelarc’s work. *Ear on arm*, the *Stomach sculpture* and the *Suspensions* series illustrate the concept expressed by the artist.


7. See Weiser’s definition of Ubiquitous Computing. Available at: lhttp://sandbox.xerox.com/ubicomp/

8. For more information, see interview to Kevin Warrick, where the scientist illustrates his experiment of wireless internet communication through a microchip implanted in the forearm. Available at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FHu0VBCAW6k.

9. Please consult *Our noise is My command: Sensing gestures using the Body as an Antenna* (Cohn et al.,2011). The paper illustrates the use of the body to control electromagnetic noise present in home environments, turning whole ambients into interactive canvases.
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